If you would like to receive electronic updates regarding the conference, please email info@conferencecaw.org.

ACCREDITATION AVAILABLE!

American Board of Medicolegal Death Investigators (ABMI), American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission On Accreditation (CNE), Commission on Accreditation For Pre-Hospital Continuing Education (CAPCE), National Organization for Victim Assistance (NOVA), State Bar Of Texas (MCLE), Texas Center for the Judiciary (CJE), Texas Commission On Law Enforcement (TCOLE), Texas State Board Of Examiners Of Marriage And Family Therapists (LMFT), Texas State Board Of Examiners Of Professional Counseling (LPC), Texas State Board Of Social Work Examiners (LMSW)

EARLY REGISTRATION
Ends March 20, 2020
Individuals: $500
Groups of 5 or more: $475
2-Day Pass/Campus Safety Summit
(Monday & Tuesday only): $375

GENERAL REGISTRATION
On-site registration available
Individuals: $525
Groups of 5 or more: $500
2-Day Pass/Campus Safety Summit
(Monday & Tuesday only): $400

MISSION OF CCAW
To provide a national forum to disseminate the highest level of training, information, and strategies to professionals who are responders and advocates to victims of crimes against women.

WHY ATTEND?
The Conference on Crimes Against Women provides best practices and training from the nation’s leading experts on violence against women. Individuals in the fields of law enforcement, prosecution, family law, social work, advocacy, medicine, members of the military, tribal communities, campus safety professionals, and others who work directly with female victims of crime attend this conference to learn the latest techniques and cutting-edge strategies applicable to their fields.

ATTENDEES FROM:
ALL 50 STATES
CANADA
CAYMAN ISLANDS
ENGLAND
JAPAN
PAKISTAN
SOUTH KOREA
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

2019 ATTENDEE BREAKDOWN

41% Advocacy
38% Law Enforcement
15% Legal
4% Medical
2% Military

2,800
TOTAL ATTENDEES
2020 CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

SUNDAY
May 17
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Pre-conference
4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Early check-in

MONDAY
May 18
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Registration/Breakfast
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Opening Plenary
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Sessions
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break/Sessions
1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sessions
4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Networking event

TUESDAY
May 19
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Breakfast
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Sessions
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break/Sessions
1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sessions
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Screening

WEDNESDAY
May 20
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Breakfast
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Sessions
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break/Sessions
1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sessions
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Screening

THURSDAY
May 21
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Breakfast
8:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Sessions
11:30 a.m.
Conference ends

HELPFUL RESOURCES
Visit www.conferencecaw.org for additional resources and FAQs.

ATTENTION OVW GRANTEES
The Office on Violence Against Women (OVW) has approved certain grantees to attend the 15th Annual Conference on Crimes Against Women. For a specific list of eligible grants, please see our website or contact your OVW program specialist.

BECOME AN EXHIBITOR!
Does your company or organization focus on personal or campus safety, medicine, investigative technology, or social services? Consider exhibiting at the 2020 Conference on Crimes Against Women! For more information, visit www.conferencecaw.org/exhibitors.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
The Sheraton Hotel Downtown Dallas will host the 2020 Conference on Crimes Against Women. *Rooms are limited.* Make a reservation today! Visit www.conferencecaw.org/hotel for reservations. Limited government & industry rates available.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

PRESENTING SPONSOR
THE MARY KAY FOUNDATION

PLATINUM SPONSOR
THE JENSEN PROJECT

COMMUNITY SPONSORS
Faith & Liberty Foundation
MOODY FOUNDATION
THE STATE OF TEXAS GOVERNOR

CNE SPONSOR
Level I Trauma Center
John Peter Smith Hospital | JPS Health Network

2020 CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.CONFERENCECAW.ORG/REGISTER
CASE STUDIES

BUT THEY WERE “PRIVATE”: DESTROYING A LIFE THROUGH SEXTORTION & NON-CONSENSUAL PORNOGRAPHY
Lou Luba

FROM “PROTECTOR” TO “UNPROTECTED”
Jennifer Marcellis, Cordelia Coppleson, Janelle Marcellis

HAREM OF HORROR: A BATTERER’S MANIPULATION OF HIS VICTIMS & THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
Elissa Wev

IT STARTS WITH “BELIEVE”: BRINGING A PROBATION OFFICER TO JUSTICE
Angela Canepa, Amy Priday

NEW & BETTER JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS WITH INTELLECTUAL & COMMUNICATION DISABILITIES
Wendy Murphy

NO VICTIM? NO PROBLEM: HOW TO WIN A JURY TRIAL WITHOUT A VICTIM
Miiko Anderson

RYAN COLEMAN: PORTRAIT OF SERIAL RAPIST TARGETING VULNERABLE WOMEN
Johna Stallings, Micala Clark

TRIUMPHS & TRAGEDIES IN USING EXPERT WITNESSES
Cynthia Jones, Kim Nguyen Finn

U.S. V. ALSTON WILLIAMS: ADDRESSING COMMERCIAL SEX TRAFFICKING USING A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH, PT. 1 & 2
Peter Angell, Jhon Chaves, Jennifer Howard

COMPUTER LABS

BECOME A GOOGLE JEDI: BUILDING A BETTER BOOLEAN STRING*
SEARCH

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE DARKNET*
SEARCH

#HOWDOISEARCHTHAT: INSTAGRAM INVESTIGATIONS*
SEARCH

LEVERAGING TECH TO FIND TRAFFICKING VICTIMS FASTER WITH SPOTLIGHT
Kristin McGunnigle, Joseph Scaramucci

LOCATING TRAFFICKING VICTIMS THROUGH ONLINE OPERATIONS*
Joseph Scaramucci

MOBILE DEVICE INVESTIGATIONS TO SUPPORT DV INVESTIGATIONS*
SEARCH

ROUTER ARTIFACTS: THE CALL IS COMING FROM INSIDE THE HOUSE*
SEARCH

SAFE SANDBOXING: CREATING A VIRTUAL MACHINE FOR INVESTIGATIONS*
SEARCH

SEE WHAT’S HAPPENING: TWITTER INVESTIGATIONS*
SEARCH

TECH TOOLS FOR INVESTIGATOR’S TOOLBOX *
SEARCH

TRIAGE TOOLS: RAPID RESPONSES *
SEARCH

UNDERSTANDING GEOLOCATION APPLICATIONS: WHAT IT MEANS FOR INVESTIGATIONS & PROSECUTIONS
SEARCH

USING GOOGLE EARTH TO PLOT GEOLOCATION POINTS & CREATE MAPS/ VISUALS *
SEARCH

VINELINK COMPUTER LAB
Karen Adams, Jared Beek

WRITING LEGAL PROCESS FOR DIGITAL INVESTIGATIONS *
SEARCH

ADVOCACY & THERAPY

COLLABORATION SAFETY: SAFETY PLANNING & LETHALITY ASSESSMENT, PT. 1 & 2
Myra Strand, Russell Strand

FREE SCREENINGS

PRE-CONFERENCE: BLUEPRINT FOR IMPLEMENTING STRANGULATION
Sunday, May 17, 2020
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
For more details and to register, visit www.ConferenceCAW.org/pre-Conference.
### SESSIONS

**Dissociation in Adult Survivors of Trauma**  
Colin Ross

**Expert Witness Testimony in DV Cases**  
Melissa Scaia, Meriel Lester, Scott Miller, Julie Owens

**Holding the Framework: Working with Survivors of Multi-Abuse Trauma**  
Lindley King

**Not One More: Unique Perspectives on DV Homicide**  
Christie Brungardt, Julie Owens, Neil Schori, Dawn Wilcox

**Screening In: Exploring Evidence-Based, Practical Strategies for Identifying & Responding to Trafficking**  
Sara Gilmer, Carolyn Kim

**Using Victims of Crime Act Funding to Break Down Legal Barriers for Victims**  
Kathrina Peterson

**Women Who Were Sexually Abused as Children: Mothering, Resilience, & Protecting the Next Generation**  
Teresa Gil

### Civil/Family Law

**Court Ordered Abuse: Violence & Long-Lasting Trauma of Women Forced to Co-Parent with Their Abuser**  
Doreen Sims

**Innovative Civil and Criminal Partnerships: Safe Families Program**  
Mary Beth Kent-Duffy, Melanie MacBride

**Intimate Partner Violence & Child Abuse in Custody Cases: Challenging the Family Courts**  
Peggy Wright, Kellen McManus

### Coordinated Community Response

**Beyond the 911 Call: Achieving Holistic Justice for DV Survivors**  
Carvana Cloud, Julie Pleasant

**Ending the Backlog: Development & Implementation of a Statewide Sexual Assault Kit Tracking System**  
Shaunestte Terrell

**How DV Fatality Review Impacts & Informs Practice**  
Joanne Belknap, Jenn Doe

**Strategies for Success & Sustainability of Your DV High Risk Team**  
Kelly Dunne

### Effects of Trauma

**I Just Can’t Think Straight: Partner Inflicted Brain Injury & DV**  
Rachel Ramirez

**In Her Shoes: Living with DV Below the Poverty Line**  
Genesis Women’s Shelter & Support

**In Her Shoes: Living with Teen DV**  
Genesis Women’s Shelter & Support

**Prison Warden by Day, Prisoner at Night: Experiencing DV as an Army LTC Military Officer**  
Sue Parish

**Unscrewing the Non-State Torture & Trafficking Organized & Perpetrated within Family Systems**  
Linda MacDonald, Jeanne Sarson, Jeanette Westbrook

**Why Won’t She Listen? How to Effectively Communicate with Survivors & Increase Participation**  
Ruth Guerreiro, Jordyn Lawson

**Women’s Use of Violence: The Impact of Arrest & Conviction**  
Marcus Bruning, Melissa Scaia

### Investigation

**Advancing the Trauma-Informed Approach to Sexual Assault: New Challenges, New Expectations**  
Tom Tremblay

**Animal Abuse + Family Violence: Investigation, Prosecution, & Service Strategies to Keep Families Safe**  
Allie Phillips

**Aquatic Crimes Against Women Staged as Noncriminal Bathtub Deaths**  
Andrea Zaferes

**Aquatic Crimes Against Women Staged as Noncriminal Swimming Pool & Openwater Deaths**  
Andrea Zaferes

**The Art of Perception: Seeing What Matters**  
Amy Herman

**Assessing Law Enforcement’s Response to Sexual Assault: Recommendations from the Saki Assessment Program**  
Kevin Strom, Amy Durall, James Markey

**Bringing the Truth to Human Trafficking Investigations: Utilizing Polygraphs**  
Victor Bibilonisambolin, Jesse De Leon

**Capturing Drug-Facilitated Sexual Assault & Other Drugging Crimes**  
Trinka Porrata

**Criminal Interrogation: 2020 & Beyond, Pt. 1 & 2**  
Michael Krapfl, Jon Turbett

**Effective Report Writing in Gender Based Violence Cases**  
Robert Frechette

**Enhancing Victim Participation in Stalking Investigations**  
Jennifer Landhuis, Patrick Brady

**Exposing What’s Concealed: Leveraging Existing Federal Statutes to Increase Safety & Accountability**  
John Guard, Heidi Bonner

**First Line Supervisors’ Response to Violence Against Women**  
Mark Wynn

**Forensic Evaluation of Gunshot Wounds: Applications for Domestic & Officer-Involved Shootings, Pt. 1 & 2**  
Bill Smock

---

**Register Online at**  
[www.conferencecaw.org/register](http://www.conferencecaw.org/register)
INVESTIGATING STRANGULATION & SUCCOFACATION CRIMES
Kelsey McKay, Kim Orts

LABOR TRAFFICKING IN THE U.S. & SUCCESSFUL LOCAL INVESTIGATIONS
Rochelle Keyhan, Joseph Scaramucci

“NO FACE, NO CASE”: RESPONDING TO WITNESS INTIMIDATION IN DV CASES
John Guard

THE PETECHIAL HEMORRHAGE COURT CHALLENGE: ARE YOU READY?
Bryan Franke

PREVENTING MURDER IN SLOW MOTION: IDENTIFYING, ASSESSING & MANAGING RISK
Laura Richards

PROJECT 180: THE NEW WAY TO INVESTIGATE & FILE ON TRAFFICKERS WHILE DIVERTING PROSTITUTION SELLERS
Johna Stallings, Carla Manuel

STAGED DEATH SCENES: WOULD YOU RECOGNIZE ONE? PT. 1 & 2
Bill Smock

USING CODE ENFORCEMENT TO ADDRESS HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Dennis Domagas

WHEN WATER IS USED AS A WEAPON: HOMICIDES STAGED AS DROWNING ACCIDENTS OR SUICIDES, PT. 1 & 2
Andrea Zaferes

MEDICAL

EFFECTIVE & ETHICAL HEALTHCARE INTERVENTIONS FOR PATIENTS EXPERIENCING HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Kim Nash

HOW MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS CAN TEACH PEERS ABOUT DV
Krista Fultz

THINK LIKE THERE IS NO BOX: THE SCOPE OF FORENSIC NURSING
Kaylin Dawson

WHEN YOUR GUT TELLS YOU YOUR PATIENT ISN'T SAFE AT HOME: LEGAL SOLUTIONS TO MEDICAL PROBLEMS
Amanda Elkanick

OFFENDER ACCOUNTABILITY

CAN PERPETRATORS OF DV CHANGE? DO BATTERER INTERVENTION PROGRAMS WORK?
Melissa Scaia

COERCIVE CONTROL TO VIOLENCE: A TIME BOMB THAT KILLS WOMEN
Barry Goldstein, Carol Midboe, Doreen Sims, Dawn Wilcox

CREATING CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE & HOLISTIC ABUSIVE PARTNER INTERVENTIONS
Juan Carlos Arean, Brittany Davis

JENNIFER, 42: THE CASE OF JENNIFER MAGNANO
Laura Richards, Elle Kamihiro, Jessica Magnano

PUBLIC TRUST: CONFRONTING LAW ENFORCEMENT SEXUAL MISCONDUCT IN THE #METOO ERA
Tom Tremblay

SEX, STRANGULATION, & SERIAL KILLERS, PT. 1 & 2
Kelsey McKay, Julie Germann

THE SHADOW OF DEATH: I FEAR NO EVIL, EXCEPT THE ONE WHO “LOVES” ME
Rachael Frost

SHARPER IMAGE: CREATING A CLEARER PICTURE OF STALKING RISK
Jennifer Landhuis, TK Logan

STRANGULATION CHRONICLES: WHY ABUSERS STRANGLE THEIR INTIMATE PARTNERS
Scott Hampton

UNDERSTANDING NARCISSISM AS THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING DOMESTIC ABUSE & GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
Ramani Durvasala

VOLUNTARY INTOXICATION: IT’S NOT CONSENT FOR SEX, YOU KNOW!
Russell Strand

WHEN PREDATORS TAKE FLIGHT: A BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
Scott Hampton

POLICY & LEGISLATION

COERCION & CONSENT: A STUDY OF THE SOCIAL & LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF #METOO, DIRTY JOHN, & SUICIDE-BY-TEXT
Amanda Elkanick, Bronwyn Blake

FULL FAITH & CREDIT
Sarah Henry

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER: A GUIDE TO SURVIVOR PRIVACY & CONFIDENTIALITY RIGHTS IN TEXAS
Molly Voyles, Alexandra Cantrell, Maricarmen Garza

PROBATION & PAROLE

DIFFERENTIATED BATTERER INTERVENTION PROGRAMMING FOR OFFENDERS
Cassandra Munoz

TAKING GUNS FROM DV OFFENDERS & KEEPING THEM AWAY
David Keck, Jennifer Waindle

WHAT’S AN EXHOP? WHY SHOULD YOU HAVE ONE?
Cassandra Munoz, Richard Ketcham, Benjamin Nicholas

PROSECUTION STRATEGIES

CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS FOR POLICING, PROSECUTION, & ACCOUNTABILITY IN RURAL COMMUNITIES
Ric Hertel

COMBATING WITNESS INTIMIDATION
Jane Anderson, John Wilkinson

EXPANDING OUR REACH: PROSECUTING IPV AGAINST VICTIMS WHO IDENTIFY AS LGBTQ+
John Wilkinson

FROM VOIR DIRE TO VERDICT: STRATEGIC PROSECUTION OF STRANGULATION CRIMES
Kelsey McKay, Carvana Cloud

HOW NOT TO loose AN SVU CASE
Donna Kelly

THE MOST DANGEROUS POWER OF THE PROSECUTOR: CHARGING DECISIONS IN SEXUAL ASSAULT CASES
Julie Germann

MOVING TOWARD JUSTICE: MOTIONS PRACTICE
Jane Anderson, John Wilkinson

SAFEGUARDING VICTIM PRIVACY: A PLAN OF ACTION FOR PROSECUTORS
Jane Anderson, John Wilkinson

A SANE APPROACH TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Jane Anderson, Kim Nash

SELF CARE

COMBATING VICARIOUS TRAUMA IN FIRST RESPONDERS THROUGH EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
Kayce Munyeneh

THE COST OF CARING: OUT OF SIGHT, NEVER OUT OF MIND
Erin Faseler, Darrel Turner

MINDFULNESS FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
Justin Boardman
SESSIONS

SERVICE PROVIDERS

ENDING THE GAME: UNDERSTANDING PSYCHOLOGICAL COERCION IN COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Emily Hollerbach, Rachel Thomas

IMPLEMENTING A HOLISTIC APPROACH: WHAT CLIENTS GAINED WHEN WE EVOLVED INTO A WRAP-AROUND AGENCY
Krista Fultz, Ruth Guerreiro, Jordyn Lawson, Amber Nealy

LEADING WITH HEART: TRAUMA-INFORMED SUPERVISION
Rita Flores, Rachel Voith Schrag, Molly Voyles, Leila Wood

THE NUTS & BOLTS OF THE COMMUNITY ADVOCACY PROGRAM
Shelley Reader, Amanda Wilson

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR SURVIVORS OF SEX TRAFFICKING & COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Jessica Brazeal

SHELTERING ANIMALS & FAMILIES TOGETHER: AN INITIATIVE THAT SAVES LIVES
Allie Phillips

TRAFFICKING SCREENING TOOL FOR LATIN@’S ACCESSING DV PROGRAMS
Maria Cristina Pacheco Alcala

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

BEYOND "PRAY, STAY, OBEY": UNDERSTANDING & SUPPORTING CHRISTIAN DV VICTIMS
Julie Owens

BLACK GIRLHOOD, INTERRUPTED: PORNOGRAPHY’S IMPACT ON SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN THE LIVES OF BLACK GIRLS & WOMEN
Carolyn West

CROSSING THE GENERATIONAL GAP: HOW TO BUILD RAPPORT & WORK WITH TEENAGE CLIENTS
Jordyn Lawson

THE CYCLE OF BULLYING & IPV: IMPACT ON CULTURALLY DIVERSE POPULATIONS
Bobby Kipper, Jerald Monahan, Varsha N.

IDENTIFYING & PREVENTING BIAS: THROUGH THE LENS OF DIVERSE POPULATIONS & LAW ENFORCEMENT
Jerald Monahan, Varsha N.

MILITARY SEXUAL TRAUMA
Brian Meyer

REACHING VICTIMS OF CRIME WITH LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
Paula Gomez Stordy

UNDERSTANDING THE NEEDS OF VICTIMS IN THE DEAF COMMUNITY
Heather Daley

WHAT’S YOUR STORY? LAW ENFORCEMENT & THE LGBTQ+ COMMUNITY
Michael Crumrine

TEAMWORK MAKES THE DREAM WORK: ATTORNEYS & CASE MANAGERS WORKING TOGETHER FOR IMMIGRATION CLIENTS
Kristine Cruz

TECHNOLOGY

DIGITAL SAFETY FOR YOUR TEAM: WHAT Breadcrumbs ARE YOU BROADCASTING
SEARCH

FROM SMART PHONES TO THE INTERNET OF THINGS: TECH ABUSE & SAFETY IN THE DIGITAL AGE
NNEDV

REVIEW YOUR CASES WITH A TECHNOLOGY EXPERT
Bryan Franke

SPYWARE/MONITORING SOFTWARE: AN OVERVIEW OF CAPABILITIES & SIMPLE STEPS FOR FINDING IT
Bryan Franke

WHERE THERE IS DARK, THERE IS LIGHT: EXPLORING THE ONLINE UNIVERSE
Myra Strand

UBER LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS: ENGAGEMENT, PARTNERSHIP, & RESPONSE
Billy Kewell

USING DIGITAL EVIDENCE TO CORROBORATE YOUR CASE
SEARCH

TRIBAL-SPECIFIC

BUILDING A TRAUMA-INFORMED RESPONSE TO VIOLENT CRIME IN INDIAN COUNTRY
Leslie A. Hagen

INDIGENOUS VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING IN NORTH AMERICA
Rochelle Keyhan

INVESTIGATING & PROSECUTING VIOLENT CRIME IN TRIBAL COMMUNITIES, PT. 1 & 2
Betsi Griffith, Leslie Hagen, James Markey, Michelle Rivard Parks

CAMPUS SAFETY SUMMIT
Hosted by Jana’s Campaign

CATCHING A PREDATOR: INVESTIGATING THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY RAPEST
Melissa Hoppmeyer, Lisa Sheppard

COUNSELING VICTIMS OF TRAUMA & ABUSE
Julie Owens

DON’T BE AFRAID TO CATCH FEELS: FACILITATING A HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP SERIES FOR STUDENTS
Laura Luciano, Julie Millisky

ENGAGING GENERATION Z IN FIGHTING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
Hsin-Yen Yang, Ziwei Qi

NEUROBIOLOGY OF TRAUMA
Michelle McCormick

SHOWING PRIDE: HOW LAW ENFORCEMENT CAN BEST ASSIST LGBTQ+ VICTIMS OF GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE ON CAMPUS
Rebecca Dreke, Michael Crumrine, Gregory Abbink

TITLE IX IN THE IVY TOWER: A ROUGH JOURNEY FOR EQUALITY
Wendy Murphy, Susan Daria Landino

YESTERDAY I CRIED: EXPLORING THE BARRIERS AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN FACE WHEN REPORTING VIOLENCE
Ramona Curtis

PLEASE NOTE
Speakers and sessions are not final and are subject to change. For complete session descriptions, biographies, updates, and additions, visit www.conferencecaw.org.
Amy Herman is a lawyer and art historian who uses works of art to sharpen observation, analysis, and communication skills. Through interactive analysis of paintings, sculptures, and photographs, Amy demonstrates how improving visual literacy can refresh participants’ sense of critical inquiry, hone the skills necessary for improved performance and effective leadership, and reveal biases, assumptions, and blind spots that impede optimal decision making.

Amy developed her Art of Perception seminar in 2000 to improve medical students’ observation and communication skills with their patients when she was the Head of Education at The Frick Collection in New York City. She subsequently adapted the program for a wide range of professionals and currently leads sessions internationally for the New York City Police Department, the FBI, the French National Police, the Department of Defense, the State Department, Fortune 500 companies, first responders, the military, and the intelligence community. The program has been featured in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The CBS Evening News, and Smithsonian Magazine, among others. Her TED talk, A Lesson in Looking, went live in December 2018. Ms. Herman holds an A.B., a J.D., and an M.A. in art history. Her book, Visual Intelligence, was selected for both the New York Times and Washington Post best sellers’ lists.